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SUMMARY
SEED: The Untold Story is about the variety and function of seeds, and their
importance to human survival. Viewers learn about the efforts of individuals
and organizations to collect and cultivate seeds, as told through a series
of interviews punctuated with stunning slow motion video of seeds. The
film also digs into the conflict surrounding the uses of pesticides and the
influence of large agribusiness corporations.

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS
English/Language Arts; Science; Art; Social Studies

RATIONALE FOR TEACHING THE FILM
More than ever before, Americans are removed from the production of
their own food. By examining the seed – the most basic element of fruits,
vegetables, grains, and beans – students consider its role in sustaining
the human race. To make its argument, SEED: The Untold Story includes
statements from a range of experts and citizens combined with stunning
videography. The film touches on worldwide seed bank projects, genetically
modified organisms, and the relationship between pesticides, corporations,
and communities.

STANDARDS
The activities in this lesson plan address the following standards:
Common Core State Standards (CCSS)
The activities in this lesson plan address the following standards:
— CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.9-10.7. Integrate quantitative or technical analysis
(e.g., charts, research data) with qualitative analysis in print or digital text.
— CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.9-10.8. Assess the extent to which the reasoning
and evidence in a text support the author’s claims.
— CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.9-10.9. Compare and contrast treatments of the
same topic in several primary and secondary sources.
Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS)
The activities in this lesson plan address the following standards:
—
—
—
—
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LS2-2 Ecosystems: Interactions, Energy, and Dynamics
LS2-6 Ecosystems: Interactions, Energy, and Dynamics
LS2-7 Ecosystems: Interactions, Energy, and Dynamics
LS4-5 Biological Evolution: Unity and Diversity
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LESSON STRUCTURE AND APPROXIMATE CLASS TIME
Based on 50-minute class periods:
— Previewing: Introduce topic and main characters/settings: 1 class period
— Film viewing: Clips from the film with discussion questions/activities: 2
class periods
— Assessment activities: 1 class period (though some assessment
opportunities are longer)
— Extension activities with additional texts: 2 class periods
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—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
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Seed variety and diversity
History of seed use in farming
Functions of seed banks
Relationship between climate change and seed diversity
Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs)
Use of chemicals in farming
Relationship between agriscience companies and communities
Educating young people about seeds

CHARACTERS FEATURED IN THE LESSON FILM SEGMENTS
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Will Bonsall, Scatterseed Project
Bill McDorman, Rocky Mountain Seed Alliance
Gary Paul Nabhan, Ethnobotanist
Claire Hope Cummings, Environmental lawyer, author
Leigh Kuwanwisiwma, leader of the Hopi Natio, Arizona
Clayton Brascoupe, Hopi Nation
Dennis Klocek, Biodynamic teacher
Joe Simcox, Botanical Explorer
Matt Dillon, Seed Matters
Andrew Kimbrell, Lawyer, Center for Food Safety
Raj Patel, Economist and author
Dr. Vandana Shiva, Physicist, activist, and author
Dr. Tyrone Hayes, Professor of Integrated Biology
Jeffrey Smith, Institute of Responsible Technology
Winona LaDuke, White Earth Land Recovery Project
Fred Justesen, wheat farmer, Oregon
Senator Jon Tester, organic wheat farmer, Montana

FILMMAKERS
Taggart Siegel – Director/Producer
Siegel has produced and directed Emmy-nominated, award-winning
documentaries including QUEEN OF THE SUN: What are the Bees Telling
Us? and THE REAL DIRT ON FARMER JOHN (ITVS, Independent Lens).
His previous PBS films include: SPLIT HORN, (ITVS, Independent Lens),
BETWEEN TWO WORLDS, BLUE COLLAR AND BUDDHA and HEART
BROKEN IN HALF. Collectively, they capture the struggle of refugees
and immigrants in America. He produced the National Geographic film
DISENCHANTED FOREST about orangutans in Borneo and was the director
of SHADOW OF A PEPPER TREE. Taggart is the founder and Executive
Director of Collective Eye Films, a non-profit media production and
distribution organization based in Portland, Oregon.
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Jon Betz – Director/Producer
Betz is an Emmy-nominated, award-winning independent documentary
filmmaker. He is the producer and editor for QUEEN OF THE SUN: What
Are the Bees Telling Us? (2010). His previous film, MEMORIZE YOU SAW
IT (2008) journals his experience as an aid worker living with former-child
soldiers in Eastern Uganda. He is the director of distribution at Collective
Eye Films, a non-profit media production and documentary distribution
organization based in Portland, Oregon.

OPENING ACTIVITY
Guess the Seed
In advance, the teacher should collect 10-20 kinds of seeds from common
foods. These seeds can be glued onto numbered index cards and hung
up around the classroom. On the day of the activity, students should
walk around the room and try to guess the names of the seeds by writing
them down on a piece of paper. (The teacher may choose to make the
game easier by giving students the list of names from which to make their
guesses.) When students are finished, the teacher should reveal the answers
and may choose to award the winner with an apple or packet of seeds.
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The film opens with a shot of the trunk of a large tree and instrumental
music playing in the background. It then shows a woman, lying down,
surrounded by bags of different colored seeds. She is filmed in time lapse,
and small plants appear to be growing from her dress. Next, we see a series
of close ups on seeds, with a black background. to come along. The author
relates the sheer terror of the experience, and wonders about where the line
separating witnesses from participants really lies. We next see a declassified
FBI memo describing Baldwin’s character and his actions, which does not
fail to comment on Baldwin’s homosexuality. The memo ends with a clear
determination that Baldwin is a threat to the American way of life, and that
he should be watched carefully. Finally, we see Dr. King in Birmingham in
1963, and Baldwin comments that most Americans that he knows imagine
that Birmingham must be on Mars, because the abusive treatment of
American citizens we see could not possibly be actually happening in
America. It is not the last time that Baldwin will connect racism in this
country with a powerful sense of collective denial.

CLIP #1: SEEDS ARE ENDANGERED
2:20 –9:20
Approximately 7 minutes
1. 	Will Bonsall is the first featured person of the film. What
effect is created by the filmmakers’ choice to begin with
Bonsall, who runs the Scatterseed Project? Consider his
portrayal in the film. How does his story fit into the arc of the
film?
2. 	What does Bonsall mean when he says, “I see myself as Noah.
Not God”? How does the filming of this moment underscore
Bonsall’s statement? How does he extend the metaphor with
“the Ark”? What does he mean that he needs to “keep them
alive for 40 days and 40 nights, until the flood is over”?
3. 	For what purpose does Bonsall reference the Irish Potato
famine?
4. 	Bonsall says, “Genetic diversity is the hedge between us
and global famine.” Following this statement, the filmmakers
include a series of statistics, overlaid on still shots of fruits
and vegetables. What is the effect of this organization of
information?
5. 	The film includes the statistic that “We have lost 94% of our
vegetable seed varieties in the 20th century. What is the
source of this statistic and others that follow it in the film?
How can we account for the validity of these numbers?
Conduct research that either validates or challenges this
information.
6. 	Ethnobotanist Gary Paul Nabhan (unnamed in this clip)
compares the lack of seed diversity to the endangerment of
the “panda or the golden eagle or the polar bear.” What is
the purpose of this comparison? How it the use of simile an
effective technique in achieving his purpose?
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7. 	What is the relationship between corn and humans, as
explained by the three people in this clip? What are the
reasons behind the cultivation and spread of corn?
8. 	In the section on corn, the filmmakers employ stop motion
animation, interviews with experts, and close ups on corn.
What is the effect of both techniques and how do the
filmmakers weave these approaches together in order to
create a cohesive lesson on the history of corn?

Contextual Information
From here, the film moves to interviews with Louie Hena and Emigdio
Ballon, from Tesuque Pueblo, New Mexico, and Leigh Kuwanwisiwma,
a leader of the Hopi Nation in Arizona. All three men talk about the
importance of corn to their families and their culture. They are shown
picking and shucking mature corn, and there are close up images of the
men holding and planting corn kernels. From there, the focus moves to
the role of seed banks. Several people discuss their efforts, including
two large operations called Seed Savers Exchange and the Seed Vault.
The main rationale for these seed banks is the attempt to preserving
seed variety in the world, though the point is also made that seed banks
should not be seen as a fool-proof fail-safe against an apocalyptic
event. The impact of climate change on see is briefly raised with the
voices overlaid on images of natural disasters such as tornadoes,
flooding, and drought. Jane Goodall is interviewed and speaks about
a tree she recalls from her childhood and the magic of seeds to grow
into living organisms. Next, the film shifts to the Botanical Explorer Joe
Simcox.
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CLIP #2
29:16 – 35:10
Approximately 6 minutes

1. 	Joe Simcox says, “There are about 300,000 species of plants
on the planet. We’ve come down to 30,000 edible plants.
120 are used on a really regular basis, and most of humanity
subsists on a mere ten: beans, corn, wheat, barley, and rice.
Virtually nothing, compared to the bigger picture.” What is
Simcox’s argument in this moment? What does action does
he suggest should take place?
2. 	Look at the images interspersed between the numbers given
by Joe Simcox. What do you notice about the selection and
order of these images? What is their relationship to Simcox’s
interview?
3. 	Simcox recounts the details of Thomas Jefferson’s efforts to
smuggle risotto seeds out of Italy back to America. Learn
more about this historical event, and Jefferson’s interest in
agriculture, by visiting the following sites:
— National Archives: “From Thomas Jefferson to William
Drayton, 30 July, 1787”
— Monticello: “Rice” entry in the Thomas Jefferson
Encyclopedia
— Monticello: “Jefferson’s Pursuit of Seeds” on the
Monticello blog
4. 	Matt Dillon, from Seed Matters, provides historical context
for the beginnings of seed as a “commodity” in the United
States. Who was the American Seed Trade Association, and
what was their purpose? What happened to the U.S.D.A. Seed
Program? What information about its fate is included in the
documentary, and what is left out?
5. 	According to Andrew Kimbrell, what was the reason behind
the hybrid seed industry? He says, “Success is yield.” What
does this statement mean? How successful are hybrid seeds,
as implied by Kimbrell’s statements and evidenced by the
photographic images? How can the success of hybrid seeds
be seen in a positive light? a negative one?
6. 	Research the answer to the following question: What is the
difference between hybrid seeds and genetically modified
organisms (GMOs)?
7. 	What scientific concept is conveyed in the cartoon drawing of
the corn with different people’s faces on it?
8. 	Both Will Bonsall and Claire Hope Cummings use figurative
language in this section of the fill. Bonsall says, “If you’re
relying on someone else for your seed, that’s like you’re
relying on someone else for your soul.” What is the meaning
and effect of this simile? Cummings claims, “Hybrid corn was
the atom bomb of agriculture.” What is the meaning and
effect of this metaphor?
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9. 	According to economist Raj Patel, what was the meaning of
the Green Revolution, which occurred after WWII?
10. 	What is the current relationship between seed companies and
chemical companies, as put forth by Dr. Vandana Shiva and
Dr. Tyrone Hayes? Why does Dr. Hayes say this is a conflict of
interest?

Contextual Information
From this point, the film moves on to the relationship between
companies that sell both seeds and pesticides. Through the interview of
a former company employee, the health concerns surrounding atrazine,
specifically, are raised. Next, we travel to Hawaii, where the relationship
between the chemical companies and the communities in Hawaii
is introduced. This topic leads into the next clip, which moves from
pesticides and corporations into corporations and patenting seeds.
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CLIP #3
42:30 – 53:38
Approximately 11 minutes

1. 	According to Jeffrey Smith, what methods are used by
chemical companies and seed companies to exert influence in
the American government?
2. 	What is implied by the filmmakers’ use of poker chips and
playing cards? For what purpose do they use these objects?
To what extent is the use of these objects effective in
achieving their purpose?
3. 	Claire Hope Cummings alludes to a Supreme Court case that
allowed for companies to patent seeds. There have been
several important cases involving seed patenting, several of
which include Monsanto. Conduct research on these cases
and synthesize that information to trace the arc of legal
protection for seed patents:
— Diamond v. Chakrabarty (1980), United States Supreme
Court
— J.E.M. Ag Supply, Inc. v. Pioneer Hi-Bred International,
Inc. (2001), United States Supreme Court
— Bowman v. Monsanto (2014), United States Supreme
Court
— Schmeiser v. Monsanto (2004), Canadian Supreme
Court
— Monsanto v. Geertson Seed Farms (2010), United States
Supreme Court
— PBS Newshour Coverage (Feb. 19, 2013)
— NPR.org article (May 13, 2013)
4. 	The filmmakers include the following statement: “Thomas
Jefferson drafted the first patent statute in 1793. Living
organisms were considered to be the ‘common heritage’ of
mankind. They were not considered to be patentable.” What
is the purpose of including these statements? How do they
relate to this section of the film? Following this text, lawyer
Andrew Kimbrell refers to Section 101 of the Patent Act. The
law was written in 1870 and updated in 1952 to be as follows:
“Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process,
machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or any
new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent
therefor, subject to the conditions and requirements of this
title. (July 19, 1952, ch. 950, 66 Stat. 797.)” What point(s) does
Kimbrell make against companies being allowed to patent
seeds?
5. 	What are the threats posed to Native American communities
by GMO seeds, as claimed by Leigh Kuwanwisiwma and
Clayton Brascoupe of the Hopi Nation, and of Winona LaDuke
the Ojibwe people?
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What is the purpose of the “pig and tomato” analogy? How
does Matt Dillon use this analogy to convey his point?
Biodynamic teacher Dennis Klocek states that a genetically
modified seed is “the Sorcerer’s Apprentice.” What is the
meaning of this allusion? How do the previous statements
from Matt Dillon and Dr. Vandana Shiva support Klocek’s
claim?
Fred Justesen and Senator Jon Tester are both wheat
farmers interviewed for this film. Analyze their portrayal –
their characterization – in this portion of the film. What
elements contribute to their characterization?
List the ways seeds can be spread, once they leave a
contained, laboratory environment. Consider possibilities
mentioned in the film and from your own thinking.

Contextual Information
The discussion of GMOs and patenting seeds continues with the case
of Percy Schmeiser versus Monsanto. It then moves to how Monsanto
began selling seed in India, before coming back to North America
and providing information on how NAFTA affected Mexican farmers,
with special attention paid to the Oaxaca region. From here, we travel
back to India, and learn the story of Suman Khulko and her family’s
struggles with farming. Her story segues into the sobering statement
that India has lost 270,000 farmers to suicide, as told by Dr. Shiva
and powerfully shown with a composite image of families holding up
pictures of their loved ones. Now we travel back to Waimea, Hawaii,
where native Hawaiians discusses the health effects of living near the
experimental fields of the agroscience companies. We see images of
protests from citizens and watch footage of testimony conducted as
part of an attempt to pass legislation to force companies to disclose
their practices. Back in India, Dr. Shiva discusses an organization of seed
banks that she founded, calling them “seeds of hope.” We then travel
to the Kalahari desert in Namibia, Africa, where Joe Simcox is going
on a “treasure hunt” for new foods humans can eat. The film highlights
a desert cucumber and a rare bean, both used as a food source for
an indigenous tribe. Next, we come back to the United States and the
farm of Will Bonsall, who opened the film. He is happily gardening
with others, and shows us his chaotic storage system of seeds, before
worrying out loud “who will take this over.” This segues to the young
Suman Khulko, who convinced her family to farm organically and is
educating people in her community.
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CLIP #4
1:24:02 – 1:29:00
Approximately 5 minutes
1. 	What is the purpose of the allusion to the fairy tale story, Jack
and the Beanstalk? Who does Jack represent in this allusion?
The giant? What do the magic beans represent? How does
the animation of the story contribute to the purpose of the
allusion?
2. 	What is the purpose of Bill McDorman’s Seed School?
3. 	This film makes full use of both diegetic and non-diegetic
sounds. Re-create the table below, and use it to analyze the
filmmakers’ use of sound in this portion of the film.
Sound description

Ex. The roar of the
giant

Diegetic or
non-diegetic?

Diegetic

Effect or purpose

The duration and
volume of the giant’s
roar conveys the power,
size, and threat of the
companies involved in
the sale of seeds.

4. 	This clip is from the end of the film. How would describe the
mood of this clip? How is that mood created? What is the
purpose of ending the film with this type of mood?
5. 	Winona LaDuke names the ancient squash seed a word from
the Ojibwe language which means “Really Cool Old Squash.”
If you discovered a new seed, what would you name it?

Contextual Information
The conclusion of the film begins with footage of a food farm in Hawaii
and the words of Bill McDorman saying that we’re “waking up” to the
lack of seed diversity and that “knowing that in each individual seed
is the potential to change it all back.” Stop motion art, made of seeds,
precedes written text asking people to “Join the movement to save
seed diversity” and a list of ways to do so. Credits roll.
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ANALYSIS
While this film is entertaining, its primary purpose is to persuade viewers.
What is the primary argument made in this film? What are the claims made
in support of this argument? In a thoughtful essay, analyze the techniques
used by the filmmakers to craft their argument.

PERSONAL CONNECTIONS
In response to these questions, students can write a personal essay, create a
presentation, or combine their information to collect class data.
— How has farming played a role in your family’s history?
— Take stock of the food at your home. Are any products organic? Labeled
non-GMO? From a farmers’ market?
— Are there places or ways in your community to support local farming? Are
there any local organizations dedicated to the cause of seed diversity?

CONTENT/DISCIPLINE CONNECTIONS
Science: How does the process of genetic modification work? Conduct
research and evaluate the pros and cons to this kind of scientific technology.
Social studies: Examine the connections between the cultures of indigenous
peoples of the world and their farming practices. How do their cultural
traditions and religious beliefs relate to their ways of producing food?
Language Arts: Many of the people interviewed use similes and metaphors.
Make a list of the use of these comparisons, making sure to note when and
in what context they are used. Next, discuss the effectiveness and purpose
of each simile and metaphor with your classmates and teacher.

PRODUCTION OPPORTUNITIES
This film relies heavily on the knowledge of experts from several topics
related to seed diversity. Select a topic or issue about which you are
passionate. Using the video capabilities of a phone or video camera,
interview three or four experts on your selected topic, which you can then
use as part of a brief, informational film.
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STEP ONE
Read two or more of these excerpts from additional texts on the topic of
GMOs:
— “GM Agriculture is Not the Answer to Seed Diversity – It’s Part of the
Problem” by Teresa Anderson, on The Guardian
— “Labels for GMO Foods Are a Bad Idea” by Scientific America
— “Nobel Laureates Line Up to Support GMOs” by Curtis Silver on
Forbes.com
— “Are GMOs Safe?” by William Saletan on Slate.com

STEP TWO
Organize the main ideas of the other texts that you read by completely the
following chart. Feel free to add other texts that you locate on your own.

Text Title

Most significant idea
about seed
diversity

Most effective
quote or example

Your reaction or
opinion

Seed: The
Untold Story

STEP THREE
Write an essay in which you put forward your own position on seed diversity. Use at least two of the sources and the film. Your argument should
include:
— a clear claim that states your position,
— relevant evidence and effective reasoning to support your position
— an attempt to address the main counterarguments to your position
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POSSIBLE RUBRIC FOR ARGUMENT
4
Highly
Proficient

Effectively
develops
a claim on
the topic
and uses
appropriate,
wide-ranging,
and convincing evidence,
appeals, and
reasoning to
support the
position.
Relevant
counterarguments are
raised and
expertly addressed.
The argument is
especially
coherent and
well developed with
effective use
of transitions
and topic
sentences
as appropriate. Both the
introductory
and concluding paragraphs are
particularly
effective.
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3
Proficient

2
Nearly
Proficient

This argument
is inadequate
argument may
Makes a clear
make a claim, but
claim on the
topic and uses it not necessarily
a clear one, and/
relevant evidence, appeals, or some of the
and reasoning evidence, appeals,
and reasoning
to adequately
may be limited,
support the
inconsistent, or
position.
irrelevant.
CounterarCounterarguments
guments are
may or may
raised and
not be raised
addressed.
or successfully
The argument addressed.
is generalWhile attempts at
ly coherent,
developed, and paragraphing and
organized with topic sentences
have been made,
intentional
the argument has
uses of transome significant
sitional words
lapses in cohesion
and phrases.
that make following
The introthe argument
ductory and
somewhat difficult.
concluding
paragraphs are One or both of
the introductory
effective.
and concluding
paragraphs are
ineffective.
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The argument has
little success makes
no identifiable
claim on the topic
and/or provides
little or no relevant
evidence or
appeals to support
the position.
No attempt has
been made to raise
or address the
counterarguments.
Due to the lack
of cohesion and
transitions, the
argument is very
difficult to follow.
The introduction
and conclusion
may be missing
or significantly
ineffective.
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TEXTS FOR EXPANSION ACTIVITIES
Text #1: From “GM Agriculture is Not the Answer to Seed Diversity – It’s
Part of the Problem” by Teresa Anderson, on The Guardian (2013)
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/poverty-matters/2013/
oct/17/gm-agriculture-not-answer-seed-diversity
Given the range of challenges that food systems will face in coming years,
it is time for us to think seriously about how farmers will be able to keep
growing food to feed the world. Not just to feed ourselves, but for the
generations to come.
Policymakers such as the UK environment minister Owen Paterson believe
GM corporations can deliver the world from hunger and malnutrition. But
Paterson’s recent promotion of GM “golden rice” as the answer to Vitamin
A deficiency ignores the fact that $100m (£62m) has been spent on a
technology still not proven to work (contrast this with simpler strategies
that have been proven to work – such as simply growing and eating
vegetables).
Farmers today and in the future will need to grow a wide diversity of
crop varieties to spread their risk and deal with variable amounts of rain,
changing temperatures, saline conditions, emerging pests and diseases, as
well as a diversity of nutritional and medicinal needs. Imagine each seed
variety taking millions of dollars and many years before corporations bring
it to market, where it would need to be planted in huge monocultures to
recoup the enormous investment. The inevitable outcome of this vision will
be the disappearance of global crop diversity, while farmers struggle to
access the seed that they – and the communities they feed – urgently need.
Text #2: from “Labels for GMO Foods Are a Bad Idea” by the Editors of
Scientific America (2013)
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/labels-for-gmo-foods-are-abad-idea/
Antagonism toward GMO foods also strengthens the stigma against a
technology that has delivered enormous benefits to people in developing
countries and promises far more. Recently published data from a seven-year
study of Indian farmers show that those growing a genetically modified
crop increased their yield per acre by 24 percent and boosted profits by 50
percent. These farmers were able to buy more food—and food of greater
nutritional value—for their families.
To curb vitamin A deficiency—which blinds as many as 500,000 children
worldwide every year and kills half of them—researchers have engineered
Golden Rice, which produces beta-carotene, a precursor of vitamin
A. Approximately three quarters of a cup of Golden Rice provides the
recommended daily amount of vitamin A; several tests have concluded that
to the Philippines, India and China.
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More such products are in the works, but only with public support and
funding will they make their way to people’s plates. An international team
of researchers has engineered a variety of cassava—a staple food for 600
million people—with 30 times the usual amount of beta-carotene and four
times as much iron, as well as higher levels of protein and zinc. Another
group of scientists has created corn with 169-fold the typical amount of
beta-carotene, six times as much vitamin C and double the folate.
Text #3: from “Nobel Laureates Line Up to Support GMOs” by Curtis Silver
on Forbes.com (2016)
https://www.forbes.com/sites/curtissilver/2016/07/04/nobel-laureates-lineup-to-support-gmos-and-push-back-greenpeace/#79df4f78e44c
Nobel laureates are widely recognized as some of the smartest people
in the world. They dedicate their lives to the sciences and technology.
Physics, chemistry and medicine disciplines dominate the growing list of
laureates who are putting their support behind GMOs. There are some other
disciplines in there as well, economics, literature and one for peace, but it’s
the scientific community that we should pay heed to on this issue.
“Scientific and regulatory agencies around the world have repeatedly and
consistently found crops and foods improved through biotechnology to
be as safe as, if not safer than those derived from any other method of
production,” the laureates state in their letter. “There has never been a
single confirmed case of a negative health outcome for humans or animals
from their consumption. Their environmental impacts have been shown
repeatedly to be less damaging to the environment, and a boon to global
biodiversity.”
Specifically, the letter calls out Greenpeace and their continued efforts
to shut down the Golden Rice project. The Golden Rice project is a
humanitarian effort to feed the poorest population of Africa and Southeast
Asia. Thanks to biotechnology, they were able to modify this rice to have the
potential to solve a huge vitamin A deficiency in this population. This has
the potential to save tons of lives.
Text #4: “Are GMOs Safe?” by William Saletan on Slate.com (2015)
http://www.slate.com/articles/health_and_science/science/2015/07/are_
gmos_safe_yes_the_case_against_them_is_full_of_fraud_lies_and_errors.
html
GMOs are part of the problem. Herbicide-tolerant crops let farmers spray
weedkillers more often and more thoroughly without harming their crops.
It’s no accident that Monsanto, which sells Roundup-ready seeds, also sells
Roundup. But GMOs didn’t invent monoculture, and banning them won’t
make it go away. Farmers have been cultivating homogeneity for millennia.
Roundup has been used for more than 40 years.
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Chipotle illustrates the folly of renouncing GMOs in the name of herbicide
control. According to its new policy, “All corn-based ingredients in Chipotle’s
food that formerly may have been genetically modified have been removed
or replaced with non-GMO versions, while all soy-derived ingredients that
may have been genetically modified were replaced with alternatives, such as
rice bran oil and sunflower oil.”
But shifting to sunflower oil is demonstrably counterproductive. As NPR’s
Dan Charles points out, “many sunflower varieties, while not genetically
modified, also are herbicide-tolerant. They were bred to tolerate a class
of herbicides called ALS inhibitors. And since farmers start[ed] relying
on those herbicides, many weeds have evolved resistance to them. In
fact, many more weeds have become resistant to ALS inhibitors than to
glyphosate.”
That’s just one example of how tricky it is to assess the effects of swearing
off GMOs. Roundup isn’t the only herbicide, genetic engineering isn’t the
only technology that creates herbicide tolerance, and your health (which is
no more likely to be affected by a given herbicide in GE food than in non-GE
food) is just one of many factors to consider. To judge the environmental
wisdom of switching from a GMO to a non-GMO product, you’d have to
know which pesticides each product involves and how those pesticides
affect species that live where the crops are grown. None of that is on the
label.
You’d also have to consider the environmental benefits of agricultural
efficiency. By making cropland more productive, with less output lost to
weeds and insects, GMOs reduce the amount of land that has to be farmed
and the amount of water that’s wasted. Herbicide-tolerant crops even
mitigate climate change by reducing the need to till fields, which erodes soil
and releases greenhouse gases.
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ABOUT THE FILM
— Official website for the film: http://www.seedthemovie.com/
— Film Reviews:
— The New York Times: https://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/23/mov
ies/seed-the-untold-story-review.html?mcubz=3&mtrref=www.
google.com
— The Los Angeles Times: http://www.latimes.com/entertainment/
movies/la-et-mn-capsule-seed-untold-story-20160927-snap-story.
html

ABOUT THE TOPIC
— PBS http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/harvest/exist/
— Kingsolver, Barbara. Animal, Vegetable, Miracle. New York: HarperCollins,
2007. Print.
— Time.com, “Inside the Doomsday Vault”: http://time.com/dooms
day-vault/
— DowDupont Agricultural Division: http://www.dow-dupont.com/aboutdow-dupont/agriculture/default.aspx
— Monsanto, Biotechnology and GMOs: https://monsanto.com/innovations/
biotech-gmos/

ABOUT TEACHING DOCUMENTARY FILM
— PBS: http://www.pbs.org/pov/behindthelens/lesson-plan-1/
— Edutopia (making films): https://www.edutopia.org/blog/film-festi
val-classroom-filmmaking-resources
— Film Education: http://www.filmeducation.org/resources/secondary/top
ics/documentary/
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